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Branding:

A Collective Effort
This March, 2016, Ghana is 59 years old. 59 years of having gained independence from her colonial
masters.
In September 2012, the first-ever national identity summit was held with the aim to carve a more
competitive brand and compelling image for Ghana as a preferred investment destination
At the summit, the then Chief of staff, Mr. Henry Martey Newman, said that Ghana had made enormous
strides in its march towards enhancing democracy in Africa, noting that such an achievement could
consequently be branded to place it further up the global ladder.
He added that there is also the need for all Ghanaians to feel part of the process of realising and shaping
Ghana’s aspirations and helping to create a stronger sense of national identity and social cohesion.
Mr. Newman stressed that “branding requires the sacrifice of all Ghanaians,” adding that “people’s active
intellectual and emotional buy-in is critical to continually improve our image”
Indeed, branding requires the sacrifice of all. It is a collective responsibility and every individual in
an organisation must contribute their quota to make it successful. Today, the war for talent is real
and as Ghana competes for investors, employers are constantly competing for skilled and innovative
employees who will make a difference in their organisations.
Making your brand visible, therefore, is a must for all organisations and by extension, Ghana. This
edition of the HR Focus magazine gives you a healthy dose of Employer Branding. Industries and
employers are to focus on increasing their Employer Brand Value, if they are to attract the right talent
who will work efficiently to change the fortunes of the organisation and, by extension, the fortunes of
Ghana. In doing this, organisations and, of course, Ghana must take note of the fact that branding is a
collective effort, which calls for the sacrifice of each individual.
As you reflect on this very important subject, do well to read the many articles that HR Focus has put
together to point you in the right direction. The HR Mélange is even juicier with the Health, Finance and
other interesting articles that will leave you wanting more.
Make time to visit our website: www.hrfocusmagazine.com to read our past editions, and read our blog
at hrfocus.blogspot.com. Share your views and let’s get interactive on our Facebook (hrfocusmagazine),
Twitter (@hrfocusmag) and LinkedIn (HR Focus Magazine) pages.
Happy 59th Independence Anniversary!

Squint to see who
is in the picture
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Avoid Ruining
Your New Hire

G

iven the number of hoops an HR
department often jumps through in
the hiring of new people, it seems
inconceivable that a company could then
inadvertently “ruin” new staff.
However, according to author and business
coach, David Finkel, it can and does happen.
“Before you even hire, create a draft, written
onboarding and orientation plan for how you’ll
optimally bring that new hire on board - what
will their first day look like? Their first week?
Their first month? Who will they meet with and
what topics will they discuss?, he wrote in a
blog.
Finkel added that new hires should be oriented
on their responsibilities, the team they will
be working with, the company culture, the

market, products and services, as well as the
internal company systems.
Finkel’s company has formulated six tips to
address the issues of ruining new hires.
. “Have all the infrastructure set up before
your new hire starts so that they walk in to a
powerful first “golden hour” of their first day on
the job.”
. “Use the job description as a checklist and lay
out a timeline of how you’ll orient your new
hire on each of the key responsibilities.”
. “With each new hire, refine your orientation
process so that it becomes better, faster, easier,
and more consistent. “

them connect their work to the real value
they are creating directly or indirectly for your
customers.”
. “Do not try to do a 3 hour marathon session,
break your orientation down into 30-60-90
minute blocks, with breaks between to meet
more of your staff and get a tour of the office.”
. “Check back in with your new hire on a regular
basis over the first 90 days of hire for feedback.
This can be with a formal meeting, a scheduled
meal, or even just an informal drop in visit to
their workstation.”
Source:hrmonline.ca

. “Give your new hire the “day in the life”
experience of your customer. It will also help

Study reveals link between
exercise and brain structure
and function

T

he simple act of running has been found
to increase the neuron reserves in the
area of the brain responsible for learning,
according to a new study.

In particular, aerobic exercise such as running
can have positive effects on brain structure
and function, said the lead researcher professor
Heikki Kainulainen.

Another interesting result was that cardio
exercises like running increased activity in the
hippocampus much more effectively than
resistance training or high intensity training
(HIT).

The study involved looking at the behaviour
of rats who partook in running, resistance
training and HIT. The exercise training period
ran from six to eight weeks.

The study was published in the Journal
of Physiology: London, and carried out by
the Department of Psychology and the
Department of Biology of Physical Activity at
the University of Jyväskylä in Finland.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

The results found that the highest number of
new hippocampal neurons was observed in
rats that ran long distances.
For instance, rats that ran voluntarily on
a running wheel had two or three times

more new hippocampal neurons when the
experiment was complete.
“The result is important because, according
to previous research, the new hippocampal
neurons produced as a result of neurogenesis
are needed among other things for learning
temporally and spatially complex tasks,” added
Kainulainen.
“It is possible that by promoting neurogenesis
via sustained aerobic exercise, the neuron
reserve of the hippocampus can be increased
and thus also the preconditions for learning
improved also in humans.”
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Airbnb Replaces HR Function with
Employee Experience Function

A

irbnb is one of the few large global
organisations without an HR department
or even a Chief Human Resource
Officer. The decision to do away with the HR
department coincided with the creation of
a new function within the company called
“employee experience,” similar to “Customer
Experience-’ the same philosophy of creating
memorable customer experiences - to keep
their employees engaged and happy.
Traditionally, the HR function at Airbnb was
broken down into three groups - talent,
recruitment and ground control (which dealt
with workplace culture). However, the resulting
function joins the three initial groups and
adds specialisations such as compensation

and benefits; learning and organisational
development; facilities, safety and security, and
the food programme.
According to Mark Levy, the company’s Global
Head of Employee Experience, the reason for
this change stemmed from Airbnb’s primary
mission to create a global sense of community.
“Our mission is to create a world where you can
belong anywhere. We believe that we need to
create a way in which our employees feel like
they belong here: That belonging starts here
and then moves out.
Also, as the company that assists people to list,
find, and rent lodging,” we have to look after
both our hosts who open their homes and also

the guests who are staying. All these come to
life through our employees,” Levy added.
Today, forward-looking companies are well
aware that top talent is looking for more than
a job with benefits. While some companies
create experiences central to the “place of
work,” such as access to gym facilities and
free massages, Airbnb is building what the
“workplace as an experience.” The essence
of the “workplace as an experience” is where
all the elements of work - the physical, the
emotional, the intellectual, the virtual, and the
aspirational needs - are carefully orchestrated
to inspire employees.

HR should be more Concerned
about Employee Health

A

study by Towers Watson and the
National Business Group on Health
shows that organizations with highly
effective wellness programmes report
significantly lower voluntary attrition than
do those whose programmes have low
effectiveness (9% vs. 15%).Workplace health
and wellness programmes should be a part
of the overall company strategy for a healthy
workplace. Health and safety legislation and
other workplace policies or programmes can
provide a basis for a workplace health or health
promotion programme.

CEO of C&J Medicare Hospital, Dr. Joyce
Djabatey, has called on HR managers of
organisations to be more concerned about the
health of their staff.
She said this when the organizing committee
of the HR Focus Conference and Awards
paid her a courtesy visit at the C&J Medicare
Hospital premises.
She said, “If HR departments of organisations
are more concerned about the health of their
staff, they can prevent absenteeism related to
ill health. This will enhance productivity and
contribute to national development.”

Speaking on behalf of the organizing
committee, Mr. David Attricki, Editor-in-Chief
of the HR Focus Magazine, commended
the hospital for its contribution towards the
wellbeing of employees through its “Well Man”
and “Well Woman” packages.
HR departments must look at instituting more
programmes that take employee health and
safety into consideration.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Trends

T

he rise of technology and social media
have completely redefined the role of
Human Resources around the world.

To understand what the future holds for
HR professionals around the world, over 60
international HR experts discussed their ideas
and predictions for 2016.
The conclusion- 2016 is going to be one of the
most complex years in the global HR world.
1. Data driven recruiting.
“Data-driven recruiting will definitely be a
trend that will gain more traction in 2016.
Talent acquisition leaders can arm themselves
with data and become very strategic in their
decisions” (Maud Durand, Strategic EMEA
Sourcer, Facebook)
2. Relationships not programmes.
“HR continues to be about relationships rather
than programmes and a deep understanding
of the business. The key skill set for future HR
people will be how to effectively understand
and manage the impact of mergers, demergers
and globalization.” (Jenny Arwas MBE, Formerly
Director, BT Group Functions HRBT)

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

3. Keeping the skills of your workforce up to
date.
“In 2016, keeping the skills of your workforce
up to date in this fast-changing world will be
more important than ever. Many companies
immediately turn to an external training firm
but it is worth thinking about the expertise
and experience already in your company and
how you can tap into this for the benefit of the
rest of your staff.” (Anne Morrison, Chair, British
Academy of Film and Television Arts)
4. Employee engagement and culture as top
priority.
“Executives must place Employee Engagement
and Culture as their top most priority in 2016.
Secondary to this theme is Leadership, having
the right people that know how to lead teams,
inspiring them on a journey to success and on
the way creating an exemplary brand. Further,
learning and development which forms
the foundations of the brand has an equal
foothold in this highly commercialized world.”
(Ravi Singh, Founder of Bluefin Consultancy
[Bridging Knowledge and Performance])
5. Improving the employee experience.
“The time has come to focus on improving the
Employee Experience.
Marketing and sales departments have to
improve and develop the customer experience

in order to increase market share and revenue.
Our employees at every level have seen this
improvement and are now looking forward
to seeing this improvement not only focus
on external customer but also internally to
improve their journey.” (David Lamy, Lecturer
Human Resources, Paris-Sorbonne University)
6. Developing the human side of the
business.
“Most organisations with the ability to thrive
in today’s dynamic business environment
are struggling because they don’t empower
people or tap into their full potential.
Businesses need to encourage their people to
develop mindsets geared towards connection,
conversation and experimentation. Curiosity
is crucial: we need to continually question
whether we are doing things simply because
that’s how they’ve always been done and seek
new perspectives to identify potentially better
solutions. Businesses also need to redefine
how they view fear and failure. Most of us
allow fear to control of our lives. The key to
eliminating it is to take back that control and
look behind the self-imposed curtains our
fears create.” ( Annemie Ress, Former Global HR
Director, eBay and Skype)
Source: www.huffingtonpost.com
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Focusing on People Development

B

orn in Wuzburg, Germany, over 40 years ago to Dr. Joseph
Christophorus Amuah and Mrs. Rosaline Arele Amuah, Dr. Hazel
Pobewa Berrard Amuah was raised in a Christian home as the
third child together with three other lovely sisters. She holds two
degrees in business administration from the Swiss Management
Centre University in Zug, Switzerland, with doctoral theses written in
the fields of leadership and cross culture. She is also a Henley Certified
Coach from the Henley Business School - University of Reading, United
Kingdom, and has provided coaching support for business managers
in and across Africa and Europe.
Her deep insight and high level proficiency in leadership and cross
culture are passion and strength developed over her seventeen years
of professional career. Her experience spans across Fast Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG), Energy, Telecommunications, Educational,
Pharmaceutical and Finance industries in and out of Ghana. Dr. Amuah
is regarded and recognized among the HR Community in Ghana and
beyond as a seasoned HR professional interested in continuous people
development and with a strong drive in unleashing the potential in
others for continued excellence and higher performance.

Dr. Amuah’s areas of HR specialisation include, but not limited
to, HR Strategy Development and Implementation, Resourcing,
Learning/Training, Executive Coaching, Cross Cultural Coaching,
Talent Management and Talent Retention Strategy, Organisational
and Management Development, Performance Management, Career
Design and Management, Employee Welfare and Policy Formulation,
and General Compensation.
As Head of Human Resource at Old Mutual Ghana (OMG), her
responsibilities include providing the professional and human
resource business partnering required to drive Business Performance
in Ghana, as well as providing support to the West African business.
This entails the full HR value chain and how this is translated into
designing and implementing effective and practical HR solutions. It
also involves developing programmes to build a strong employee
engagement and value proposition in alignment with the Group
strategy to drive continuous work excellence.
In her spare time, she loves to spend time with her best friend and two
adorable children, swimming, listening to music and dancing.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Dr. Hazel Pobewa

Berrard
Amuah
(HR Executive, Old Mutual Ghana)
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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We caught up with Dr. Amuah in her office for
a little chat...
HRF: Tell us something about yourself that
only few people know
HPBA: I love art and photography. I take
pictures all the time. For me, a moment
cherished is always a moment to be captured.
HRF: Why HR?
HPBA: I love people, and working with
and for people. I guess that is why I am
an HR professional. I found myself in the
HR profession in 1996 when I went on an
internship at British American Tobacco,
West Africa Central. I was assigned to the
HR department and I fell in love with the
profession right away. I knew then that I
would want to develop the relevant skills to
support my personal conviction that every
human being is different and endowed with so
much talent that can only be unleashed to its
fullest potential through appropriate guidance
and facilitation.
HRF: From our interactions, it is apparent that
you have worked with quite a few well known
multinational institutions, what influenced
your decision to move to Old Mutual Ghana?
HPBA: As an individual, I always seek to work
in an organisation that is fully aligned to my
personal values and I fell in love with Old
Mutual because of its values of “ACTNOW,”
which are essentially about aiming high and
taking one’s team with them. This has been
my personal drive throughout my work life.
Everywhere I have worked, I have developed
my team and left them fully proficient
and capable of taking over my role before
pursuing other career opportunities within the
organisation. I also strongly identify with the
Old Mutual value of “Customer first” because
I believe that HR, as a department, provides
services to all other departments who are
the customers of the department, and it has
been my conviction to always provide tailormade solutions across the HR value stream to
my customers to support their objectives and
ambitions. By nature, I am a very passionate
individual who takes every work or project
very seriously as though it is my personal
business and this is in total sync with the value
of “Treat the business like your own” in our
organisation. We drive another value called,
“Need to listen and speak carefully.” I learnt
during my Master’s degree in Organisational
Development how to put into practice the
fact that “every individual has two ears and one
mouth” so while it is important as an HR person
to have a strong voice in the business, it is very
important to listen to the business and this I
ascribe to. I have never shied away from taking
bold decisions in my life, be it in my private,
academic or professional endeavours and
Old Mutual encourages individuals to “Own”
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

their decisions and proceed to implement
them flawlessly and with excellence. Very
importantly, I believe in “Winning and helping
others win” and I am extremely passionate
about success so this is one other attribute of
Old Mutual that attracted me like a magnet to
be part of this international giant with over 170
years experience in the insurance industry.
HRF: You have two doctorate degrees. Wow!
You have to be self-driven to attain such feat.
Who or what was your inspiration?
HPBA: This question makes me smile. Firstly,
pursuing this height in academia is to inspire
my children to always go beyond themselves
and achieve the highest level of excellence
in every field of endeavour. Secondly, it is to
encourage young people, especially women,
to be relentless in their pursuit of their dreams
while playing the role of mother, wife, etc.
HRF: It is quite obvious from our interaction
with other Old Mutual Ghana staff that you
have quite an affable nature. Is it just your
personality or have you learned to adapt to
people because of the role you play?
HPBA: Based on my upbringing and
international exposure, I have learnt to develop
the capability of adjusting my communication
and interpersonal style to suit different people
in a way that engages them to dialogue and
discuss any topic of interest.
HRF: Who inspires you?
HPBA: Several individuals inspire me: My
parents inspire me a lot because they keep
motivating me to push beyond boundaries,
exhibit integrity and uphold my Christian
values in every endeavour. I am very inspired
by Madam Bertha Amarteifio, Mr. Jimmy
Edwards and Dr. Mensa Otabil, who are
classic examples of individuals who stand
tall internationally and locally and blend the
Christian faith with strong ethics and values
with an entrepreneurial mind-set.
HRF: What role is Old Mutual Ghana (OMG)
playing to ensure that it further enhances the
HR practise in Ghana?
HPBA: HR in Ghana has caught up quite
well with international HR practices, which
have evolved significantly over the century
to the point where HR, as a function, is
being recognized globally as that aspect of
business that is responsible for the engine of
the organisation. This is through effective HR
business partnering, where HR engages the
business to have a thorough understanding
and insight so as to provide the right
support through the right people solutions,
spanning across the various HR practices
from compensation, talent acquisition and
development, learning, employee relations,
succession planning, and so on.

That said, the case of Old Mutual is a classic
example of how the international best practices
in the organisation have been successfully
cascaded to Old Mutual Ghana. The posture of
the Old Mutual Group and, indeed, Old Mutual
Ghana (OMG), is that our HR proposition is
about always ensuring the development and
implementation of the winning formulae
for engaging the minds, hearts and hands of
people to deliver and exceed an organisation’s
business plan through top notch employment
value propositions.
Here at OMG, we put our people at the centre
of everything we do. Our corporate philosophy
is anchored on enhancing and enriching
the lives of all our stakeholders through
the provision of world class initiatives and
products to inspire our stakeholders, including
our customers and employees, and propelling
them to do great things.
HRF: Where do you see yourself in the next five
years?
HPBA: That is an interesting question! In
5 years, I want to see myself as a happy and
successful Christian HR professional and
academician, who contributes to making the
HR professional a stronger business partner
regardless of the institution in which they find
themselves, be it private or public.
HRF: What would be your message to the HR
community in Ghana?
HPBA: As an HR professional, it is imperative
to keep abreast with global trends by being in
touch with the international HR community
both in the field of the professional and
academic practice. It is important to also be
consistent in adhering to company regulations
as HR is the face of the policies that govern
behaviour and performance in an organisation.
Additionally, every HR professional must be the
inspirational role model that every employee
looks up to in the organisation.
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How to adjust
to a new

JOB
ROLE
by Daniel Dunoo

H

ave you landed a new job, been
assigned a new role, or been promoted
within a given establishment but just do
not seem to fit? Are you having a rough ride
settling into your new role? Are you giving
your new assignment the best shot but are
still quite unable to meet targets and achieve
as much as your work colleagues? Well, if
your answer to any of the above-mentioned
questions is in the affirmative, just keep calm;
such a seemingly awkward experience is not
unique to you. It is the lot of many so do not
be too quick to consign yourself to the belief
that you are ‘a square peg in a round hole.’ It
is quite a natural phenomenon to experience
difficulties in a new role, especially, over the
course of the first few weeks.
I remember my experience while working with
Vodafone Ghana as a Data Entry Specialist. The
first two weeks were perhaps the toughest
as we were exposed to new concepts and
systems. A few of my colleagues caught some
of the concepts quite fast but others like me
did not, especially, when it came to practising
in real work settings. One of our colleagues
called it quits after the first few days of training.
I must admit, I thought of quitting but hung in
there. For a few days, I struggled to adjust and
was unable to meet my daily targets. But the
situation was soon to change: What eventually
became obvious was that the more I practiced,
the better I became at what I did.
Worth-noting is the fact that there are simple,
yet potent measures you can take that will
make your ride much smoother, perhaps,
shortening your rough ride season – adjusting
to your new role and optimizing your
productivity. Below are a few suggestions to
aid you in this direction:

Maintain the right attitude. Zig Ziglar, a worldrenowned corporate trainer, public speaker
and best-selling author, makes a remarkable
point in his book, “Over the top,” when he
states, “Your attitude, not your aptitude, will
determine your altitude.” It is important to
note that this quote does not by any stretch
of the imagination seek to downplay the value
of aptitude. Aptitude is very essential in the
corporate world and should never be glossed
over. However, aptitude accomplishes far more
when it is exerted with the right attitude. The
right attitude will compel an employee to work
on honing his or her skill-set, competences
and aptitude.
Approach your new job with the right attitude
and stick with it. An attitude that says, “You
are capable,” will challenge you but that
notwithstanding, it is what will eventually win
the day, for in the heat of the pressure, you will
maintain a positive outlook and will be willing
to do whatever it takes to excel at your new
role or job.
Commit yourself to continuous learning.
It was Brian Tracy, a top sales trainer and
prolific author, who once noted: “You can
learn anything you need to learn to achieve
any goal you can set for yourself; there are no
limits.” In this age of phenomenal technological
advancement, valuable information is just a
click of a button away. Vast amounts of relevant
information may be accessed on the internet.
Worthy of note is the fact that these volumes
of information are not limited to e-reading
materials; there are huge collections of audio
and audio-visual tutorials on the internet.
Some can be accessed for free and others for
a fee. Make the most of these great learning
opportunities; invest in these materials to
increase your knowledge base and to hone

your skills for optimal performance in your
new role or job. Be a reader and researcher
by choice. Learn as much as you can from
your superiors and also your colleagues; feel
free to ask questions where you need some
clarification or tutelage. Be observant and
pay attention to details. These are all valuable
learning opportunities; latch on to them while
you can.
Keep practicing. We are accustomed to the
adage, “Practice makes perfect.” Some have
also introduced a newer version which states,
“Perfect practice makes perfect.” However,
one may choose to state that the value of
practice cannot be over-emphasized. A routine
eventually becomes habitual. The more
one does a thing, the better that individual
becomes at executing that task; significant
progress is made and you adjust safely into
your new role.
Elbert Hubbard was right when he quipped,
“A little more persistence, a little more effort,
and what seemed hopeless failure may turn to
glorious success.” The fact that you are having
a rough ride settling into your new role does
not mean you should throw your arms up
in despair and call it quits. If you put in the
necessary work, overtime, you will be the
better for it. You will certainly begin to reap
the dividends of patiently persisting in the
discharge of your duties, however challenging
it might be.

Professional Marketer,
Freelance writer

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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CEO, HR or Marketing Role?

by Richard Mosley

A

s the global economy picks up, there is
growing concern among CEOs about
finding and keeping the best talent
to achieve their growth ambitions. Different
surveys show that in 2014, 36% of global
employers reported talent shortages, the
highest percentage since 2007, and in a more
recent 2015 survey, 73% of CEOs reported
being concerned about the availability of
key skills. So how can companies compete
effectively in this new war for talent? First
and foremost, it’s time for leaders to focus on
strengthening their organisations’ employer
brands.
The approach to building a strong employer
brand has changed over the last few years—as
has its impact on hiring and who’s responsible
for overseeing it. The term “employer brand”
was first defined in the mid-1990s: it denoted
an organisation’s reputation as an employer,
as opposed to its more general corporate
brand reputation. And building a strong
employer brand first became a major focus

of activity between 2004 and 2008, when
in response to the growing competition for
talent, leading companies like Unilever, Shell
and P&G began to apply the same focus and
consistency to their employer branding as
they applied to their corporate and consumer
branding. This led to the development of an
Employee Value Proposition, which defined
the key benefits offered by the company
as an employer, and the production of
employer brand guidelines, which aimed to
bring greater consistency to the company’s
recruitment advertising. Employer branding
was predominantly outward facing and
advertising driven, and fell under Resourcing
and HR.
Times have changed. The rise of social media
has made companies a great deal more
transparent. People are far more likely to trust
a company based on what its employees have
to say than on its recruitment advertising.
This means that talent attraction relies far

more heavily on employee engagement and
advocacy.
To understand how this shift is playing
out in organisations, we recently surveyed
more than 2000 senior executives about
their employer branding activities. Our
sample included CEOs and heads of HR
and recruiting, employer branding, and
marketing, in 18 countries. One of our main
findings was that many leaders now place
primary responsibility for the employer brand
with the CEO or marketing, rather than with
recruiters and HR. In fact, 60% of the CEOs
we surveyed said this responsibility lies with
the CEO (40% of marketing leaders agreed)
— which is a strong indication that employer
branding is expected to gain greater strategic
importance.
When we asked respondents about the
future goals for employer branding, 40% said
they wanted it to secure long-term hiring

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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needs, and 31% said it would become more
important for building a global reputation.
And a lack of confidence in HR’s ability to
oversee these objectives might also be a
factor for the shift of responsibilities. In the
same PWC survey that highlighted growing
CEO concerns over the skills gap, only a third
reported confidence in HR’s preparedness to
capitalize on these transformational trends
in talent management. Especially in small to
medium-sized companies where HR is still
regarded as administrative, many more CEOs
appear to be taking a more active role when
it comes to their employer brand.
Marketing is also seen as playing a
more important role in shaping the
employer brand. Because social media has
intertwined company reputation with the
customer experience, consumer-facing
communications are increasingly important
in shaping the employer brand. Many firms
now highlight the quality and dedication of
their employees in their consumer marketing,
and this naturally affects how others judge
them as potential employers. Likewise, the
strength of the employer brand can have a
significant effect on the quality, pride, and
engagement levels of those employees
involved in delivering a positive customer
brand experience: And with other studies
linking happy employees to happy customers,
it is not surprising that most companies want
to align their employer and consumer brand
strategies over the next few years.

So what are employers doing to build a
stronger brand? Among those we surveyed,
61% said they had developed an Employee
Value Proposition to underpin their employer
branding activities. Social media has come to
the fore in terms of communication. Yet, while
74% of our respondents claimed to have at
least a moderate employer brand presence
on social media, only a third said they had
dedicated employees posting content and
responding to users on a regular basis. Even
more surprising was that only about half of
respondents said they measure their social
media activities. So it is clear that companies
still have some way to go when it comes to
strengthening their employer brands online.
But the majority of leaders said they would be
increasing this presence by spending more
on social media content and advertising over
the next five years. 69% also said they would
do more to measure the impact of their social
media activities.
With clear signs that the competition for
talent is becoming more challenging,
many organisations are duly turning their
attention to strengthening their employer
brands. Based on the insights Universum has
gained, from measuring the effectiveness of
employer brand strategies across hundreds
of organisations every year, we believe these
steps will help leaders attract and retain the
talent they need:
• Evaluate your current employer brand
awareness and reputation, through
				

survey research among your key external
target audiences
• Define how you will like to be seen as an
employer based on a realistic assessment
of your distinctive strengths, and translate
this into a clear and compelling Employee
Value Proposition
• Be more proactive in using social media
to share inside stories that highlight your
strengths and build a more authentic and
engaging employer brand reputation.
• Ensure that every function within the
organisation understands the value of
a strong employer brand to the success
of the business and the role they need
to play in sustaining a consistent brand
experience and reputation.
Given our new world of social transparency,
organisations can no longer afford to rely on
recruitment advertising to build a positive
employer brand image. With employee
advocacy
growing
more
important,
employer reputations will ultimately depend
on the consistent values and vitality of their
organisational cultures. And whether HR or
marketing takes the lead in communicating
the employer brand, a growing number
of firms are beginning to realize that
accountability for the employer brand
experience must ultimately fall on the CEO.
Richard Mosley - VP, Strategy and
Advisory - Universum.
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by Dorothy Owusu

L

et us take a trip back to how you got
here in the first place: You had come out
of school as a fresh graduate; National
Service had you thrown to the most rustic
of places in Ghana where civilization was
fifty years behind. You came back after a year
with a bag full of tales from your near death
experiences. Your colleagues, who had the
privilege of staying in the capital, have been
retained by their respective organisation
where they served. Without the needed three
to four years of experience, no company was
willing to take a bet on you. After almost three
years of your desperate search for a job, you
finally get one that is willing hire you. Without
doing your due diligence, you “leech” on it...
Now, tell me your qualms about your job
again? You are not being paid enough? How
do you know you are not being paid well? Let
me guess, after working for two years in an
organisation that took you on in your frantic
moments, you suddenly realise that you are
worth more than the “peanuts” they shove in
your face at the end of the month?
If you would recall correctly, you did not raise
any objection when the recruiters told you
how much they would pay you. Understand
that you were bought for the price you sold
yourself. So believe me when I tell you that
your employers do not owe you a “damn”
thing!
Take a deep breath and decide what you
want to do; you either renegotiate your salary,
stay put or look for another job. Before you
make that decision though, let me share this
with you, if I may.

Know Yourself
Before you set out on a job search, you need
to understand who you are; your personality,
values, philosophies and temperament. Do
these resonate with the organisation you
want to work with? These personal factors, if
considered, can give you a better perspective
on where to go job hunting first and foremost.
Do due diligence
Research on the organisation, especially their
values and culture, to get a glimpse of what
to expect. Do well to remember this though,
“All that glitters is not gold.” What a company
may portray on the outside may differ from
the reality on the inside. Nevertheless, getting
a preview before you are eased in will make
the “shock” less overwhelming. It will also
make your decision, to pursue the job or not,
easier.
Get some education
Unfortunately, the concept of education in
our part of the world can be questionable.
We are too strung on the certificate so much
that we cannot look past it. In this age of
globalisation, it is imperative that one thinks
outside the box. Learning about the industry
you find yourself in or want to get into, on
both the local and international level would
give you influence. You can capitalize on
this to get you ahead in the process of any
negotiation.
If you are already in the organisation upgrade
yourself; whether it is through professional
courses or furtherance in your current
certificate. Apart from that, you can also
make yourself indispensable by being the
“go-to” person of the organisation.

Be confident in your abilities
“Why should we hire you?” You should be
able to demonstrate that one thing you
can do exceptionally well, with a snap.
Organisations want to employ skillful people
and it would be to your advantage if they
know you are an asset from the start. Your
ability to communicate what you are good at,
without being supercilious about it, gives you
leverage over others.
Learn how to negotiate
Take into consideration your market value
(what the market is paying people like you)
and what you bring to the table. If you are
confident that you are a high performer, then
by all means, go in for the kill. However, do
not make outrageous demands or threaten
your employers.
On the other side, if you are a new recruit,
with no tried and tested work experience, the
organisation may want to insist on entry level
remuneration. If that does not satisfy you,
you can postpone negotiations to when you
have completed your probation. That way,
both parties would be in a better position to
bargain.
“Ignorance is bliss” some say, but you
cannot apply this hypothesis when signing
an employment contract. Working takes a
chunk of your time here on earth. You cannot
afford to sign your life away
without
reviewing
the
consequences first. If it must
be done, then it definitely
must be done well.
Editorial Assistant
Focus Digital
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“The Transformational LeaderPeople and Change”

Irene Asare

HR, Facilities and Administration Director,
Tullow Ghana Limited

F

ounded in 1985, Tullow Oil is a leading
independent oil and gas exploration
and production company with over
120 licenses across 22 countries. . In Ghana,
through its subsidiary, Tullow Ghana Limited,
the Company operates the Jubilee Field,
Ghana’s flagship oil and gas field which lies
60km offshore Western Region. It is also
leading the development of the TEN Field,
Ghana’s second major oil and gas field.
With the philosophy to bring people into
Tullow with whom the company can build
a strong, mutually beneficial and lasting
relationship, the best candidate for any
position in Tullow is recruited and this goal
is underpinned by attractive market-based
remuneration and employment policies.
To achieve this flawlessly, there is the need for
a robust HR head and department.
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

Mrs. Irene Asare is the HR, Facilities and
Administration Director of Tullow Ghana
Limited. HR Focus was honoured by her
warm reception at the Tullow Ghana Office
located at Dzorwulu, Accra.
HRF: Who would you say you are and how
would your closest acquaintances describe
you?
IA: First of all, I am a mother and a pretty
straight forward person, who is hardworking
and driven. I like to have fun and spend time
with family. Those closest to me will say, “Irene
is not shy at coming forward, she is loyal, a
trusted advisor and extremely committed to
her friendships. She has got your back and
does not take things overly seriously”.

HRF: Who are the people who inspired you
while growing up?
IA: My parents inspired me because they
raised my siblings and I not to forget about
our cultural identity and heritage. They
taught us to be dedicated, hardworking and
focused. Although I grew up in the United
Kingdom (UK), my parents helped me to
understand cultural nuances. I was made
to understand what respect means, what it
means to approach an elder and especially,
how to manage my “direct” style and nature
in the right environment and circles. These
helped me and made it easier to integrate
completely when I moved back to Ghana.
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HRF: Everybody has strengths and
weaknesses. What would you say yours are?

the African continent as the perfect place to
explore, continue to develop and learn.

IA: one of my strengths is my ability
to create structure out of chaos. when
there is a situation abd everybody seems
overwhelmed, i am able to stop and think of
what i need to do in order to put the pieces
together and how to mobilise people and
assign them to particular tasks in order to
achieve the desired results. being able to see
a clear direction is the key strength.

HRF:
What are your three biggest
accomplishments in your career so far?

My weakness is the need for perfection. I
want to deliver to a higher standard so I hold
everybody else to that standard, that is tough
sometimes.
HRF: Tell us about your educational
background?
IA: I look at education on the formal and
informal level. There is always the formal
education and that is the start of your career.
In the UK, I went right through to the Master’s
degree in Human Resources at Kingston
University, London, and had my professional
qualification at the Chartered Institute of
Personal Development, UK, of which I am a
member.
The informal level is the “University of Life,”
which is a stronger education than what is on
a paper. I would say that the university of life is
around the different kinds of environment in
which I have worked, be it industry or country.
You get thrown into different scenarios where
no theory or textbook can help you. You need
to be able to figure out quickly and on your
own, the right actions and methodologies
to take. It helps, absolutely, to have a formal
education but having the ability to think in
a broader sense and differently is an added
advantage.
HRF: You have made some unconventional
transitions regarding your career path. What
accounted for this, especially seeing that
you switched between different industries?
IA: I am definitely a change guru. I think some
of it has to do with the fact that I want to be
stimulated. You can say that it was bold for me
to move to different industries because each
time, you have to learn about the industry
that you are in and that is not easy. The higher
you are on the organisational ladder, the
more you need to know about your sector.
Ilike different; the same is a bit a dull, stale.
Iprefer different environments, probably
why I have lived in a number of different
countries and worked in different industries.
I was always curious about working and
living somewhere else outside the UK, I saw

IA: When it comes to accomplishments, what
stand out for me are:
• The bold decision to move to Ghana with
my family and to join a new industry,
when I was already HR Manager for a
leading Biotech company in the United
Kingdom,
• Being spotted as a top potential talent in
the organisation I worked for previously. I
was posted to South Africa as the Head of
Organisational Effectiveness and Change
in one of the biggest telecommunications
companies on the continent and I believe
that I successfully delivered the projects I
was tasked with
• Being successful as the HR, Facilities
and Administration Director for the first
producing oil and gas company in Ghana.
That means I get to lead the company’s
vision
for
people
management,
development, motivation, nurturing,
challenging and stretching people;
the people’s champion! In a very new
industry, where we experience many
’Firsts’, like the Jubilee first oil and soon to
be the first oil with Tweneboa, Enyenra &
Ntomme (TEN) Project.
HRF:
What has been your biggest
disappointment and how did you get
around to solving it?
IA: I always say that there are learning curves
and opportunities in situations that look
like disappointments. For example, when
I first moved to South Africa, it was very
challenging because it was an environment
I had never been to until I got off the
plane. However, I managed to develop very
successful relationships and friendships that
have become very meaningful in my work
and personal life today.
HRF: What are some of your personal
philosophies about work and life that have
contributed to your successes over the
years?
IA: I know that I am here for a greater purpose
that is mightier than me and this keeps me
mindful and reflective. Also, I have a work
hard, play hard philosophy. I am focused,
dedicated and passionate about what I do.
On the other hand, I can easily let my hair
down and have fun, ask my Team! I believe it
is important to keep the balance; in fact with
a bit of fun you are likely to achieve more.

HRF: You have worked in various
organisations and industries; how was being
Head of HR in the telecommunications
sector different from your current role as HR
Director in the oil and gas sector?
IA: HR in the telecommunications industry
is driven by the need for a strong customer
experience, the number of subscribers, as well
as your revenue and profit margins. You also
need to be able to think around innovation
and technology in order to put together a
particular product and proposition that pull
in new customers and keep your existing
customers. So from an HR agenda and
perspective, you need to focus on the types
of employees with particular skills; innovative,
creative, solutions oriented that you can
attract to the business, with very changing
technology lead environment, that is one
important aspect, amongst many others.
In the oil and gas sector, the challenges
are similar but not the same. The Oil
and Gas industry in Ghana, unlike the
telecommunications sector, is relatively
new. So considerations are placed on skills
development,
motivation,
knowledge
transfer, training and development to help
bridge the skills gap in the industry. Again
because the industry is very safety focused,
we cannot afford not to have skilled people
in our environment. As a result, our focus on
attraction and retention are very critical, as well
as all other factors that any other company
may have like motivation, compensation,
engagement and development. These are
key factors in the long term and sustainability
of our organisation.
HRF: How has your wealth of experience in
various industries contributed to making
you better at your role as HR Director in
Tullow Ghana Limited?
IA: Firstly, mastering good human resource
management skills over the years. The reality
is not everyone can manage and deal with
people. Adding to the fact that I have also
worked across a number of different industries
and countries has given me a different
perspective and mindset altogether. So I go
into different industries not thinking that
the policies of the other sector automatically
applies to the present situation. Rather, I pick
the experiences I have been exposed to and
see how best they can be applied to the new
environment that I find myself in. It also helps
me ask the right questions that others are not
able to ask because they have become very
familiar with the company or environment.
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HRF: What HR practice or systems do you
have in Tullow Ghana that you think other
organisations can emulate?
IA: We have an employee engagement
forum made up of representatives from
all departments where we discuss a range
of issues relating to the organisation and
people. We resolve, clarify and implement
the suggestions or recommendations raised
at the forum. It is a good and transparent
communication tool between the leaders of
the organisation and employees. We also have
a fantastic football team and choir, as well
as an in-house blue and white sports team
that have healthy and friendly competition
at designated times of the year. These really
drive employee engagement and give them
a sense of purpose and belonging.
HRF: What is the best hands-on solution
you have ever given to a crisis that made
you proud as an HR professional?
IA: It is important that being part of HR, I do
not lose touch with the reality on the ground.
A human touch at a time of great distress
is very critical. You need to be humane and
sensitive. For example, when we had to make
the tough decision of laying-off some of our
employees some time ago, it was my job to
ensure that Tullow managed the process
in a professional, dignified and transparent
manner.
HRF: As HR Director, what do you think
organisations can do to improve their
employer brand?
IA: It is important that organisations think
critically about how they are perceived in
the first place. For instance, how do your
employees and potential employees see
you as an employer? What is it that the
organisation needs at the time? Is it retaining
the best or developing employees, how
would you go about it? Establish what
characteristics, behaviours and personality
you want to display as an employer.
As an employer, you also need to understand
what talent you want to attract and their
expectations. What do you offer your
employees, which your competitors do not?
What is unique about you? What are your
strengths? What is the organisation’s culture
and personality? Do you have an open and
transparent communication system? If you
have these elements, then you can certainly
stand out as having a strong employer value
proposition.
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HRF: What would you say is Tullow’s
Employer Brand Value?
IA: First of all, everything we do here at
Tullow is underpinned by our values. That is
our Focus on Results, Act with Integrity and
Respect, Commitment to Tullow and Each
other and Entrepreneurial spirit and initiative.
It is a new and interesting industry in Ghana
and the opportunity that it presents to our
country and careers that are to be developed,
as a result. Our organisation prides itself on
a high performance culture that attracts and
retains the best in the industry, as well as
continues to grow and develop talent.
HRF: You obviously oversee a diverse
workforce as HR Director of an international
establishment like Tullow Ghana Ltd. How
do you ensure that there is total sync
between Tullow and its employees in order
to drive a world-class employer brand?
IA: Our international diversity is our strength.
Of course, having a number of experts
from over twenty different countries has its
challenges. However, with our cultural and
diversity programmes and embedded values,
we are able to work through our challenges
and we work very cohesively. Our major
purpose is to work towards a common goal
and be the organisation of choice for our key
stakeholders.
HRF: What keeps you awake at night, yet
motivates you to get out of bed in the
morning?
IA: What keeps me awake at night is the
thought of creating a legacy in the people
management space for Tullow, a long lasting
impact for Tullow and key stakeholders in
Ghana. My family certainly keeps me very
motivated.
HRF: Finally, if you had the opportunity to
change anything about HR in Ghana, what
would it be?
IA: There is no business in Ghana and
beyond that works without people, so as
HR professionals, we need to get our heads

around what that means as a profession
and contribute at the executive table. The
economic environment is becoming tougher
and businesses or industries are more cost
conscious than ever before, therefore I
believe HR professionals need to sharpen
their tools around financial matters. Hence,
being able to deliver efficiency as much as
the Finance Director is critical to the long
term sustainability of the HR Director, as well
as innovation, creativity and well being. My
counsel to HR people is two things;
One: it is important that we build HR people to
be credible. As an HR practitioner, that means
not just showing up, but understanding the
business you are working in and the impact
that your decisions can have, especially
people related matters. That also means
providing solutions, not what is in the text
books, but real life solutions that help achieve
bottom line results, which may not always be
the conventional method.
Two: I like the word transformation because
I think it is very important in HR. I think
that some of us, as HR practitioners, need
to go through ‘HR Transformation;’ the HR
Business Partnering schooling, where you
are a member of the management team,
have a voice that key influencers listen to
and act upon. We need to now understand
that our world is very competitive, especially
depending on what industry you are in. If you
do not do it, your competitors will; the war for
talent is real. So we also have to think about
ways of developing our people in even more
creative ways than we did before. We cannot
just send people on training courses; that is
not enough anymore. How do you truly keep
people engaged? It has significant impact
on productivity and performance. As HR
practitioners, we need to be always thinking
ahead about these matters, not forgetting
that while we are doing this, we must stay
connected to the people, we are still the
people champions!
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Let us Have that Honest Conversation,
Shall We?

mployer to employee relationship is built
on trust. So if, for one reason or the other,
there has to be some form of separation
between both parties, it has to be done the
right way. There have been instances where
friction has been created because systems
have not been upheld. This is not to say who
is right or wrong, but it is time organisations
understand that employees, no matter how
loyal they are, do have a mind of their own and
this might not be in favour of the employer.
It is in this regard that every organisation
should shield itself from the inevitability of a
separating employee. That is not to say that
organisations should treat their employees
with some aloofness - this may have a
backfiring consequence too. Do not treat
employment contracts like marriage, where
the ultimate aim is “till death do us part.” Rather,
treat it as courtship, where both parties can go
their separate ways peaceably, if one is not
satisfied or has other interests elsewhere. In
order to achieve this, develop an exit strategy.
Here is how…
Know the objective of every employee
People want to work in organisations for several
reasons. Have that honest conversation with a
potential employee on why he or she wants to
be in your organisation. It will help you make
them understand what you can offer and what
you cannot offer. If they are not interested, do

not try to convince them. It is better to lose
them now, than to have them leave abruptly
when they are offered something above what
you can give elsewhere.
Know the timetable of your employees
One way of avoiding surprise resignations
is to understand the demography of your
workforce. Take millennials for instance,
they make up majority of today’s workforce,
but they also happen to be flighty. Due to
their constant quest for change, challenge
and adventure, most of them do not stay in
organisations for long. While getting to know
the objective of a millennial for example, you
should also know the time frame they wish to
achieve all that while working with you.
Do constant follow-ups
Do not turn the whole process of getting to
know the objectives and time frame of an
employee into a paper work ritual, which is
done at the beginning of the employment
and left to rot in your cabinets. Give yourself a
time frame and then do follow-ups. Again, that
honest conversation should be had so you can
ascertain if their expectations are being met.
You can always use the feedback you receive
to improve on already existing systems.
Have that final conversation
The fact that you know people are going to
leave does not mean you should drag them

by Afua Safoa

out or make them uncomfortable as their end
of service approaches. These mechanisms are
to help you regulate retention rate. It may
surprise you to know that some people may
change their minds as time draws near. Have
the final conversation with employees, three
months to their exits. Let them give their
honest feedback about their experience with
your organisation and vice versa. This can help
you to nicely get rid of employees who are not
up to par with their performance. Also, the talk
can open up negotiations with high flyers that
the organisation would still want to retain after
the given time.
Groom people to take over
While you are making plans for the exit, you
should make plans for their replacement. You
know the time frame for certain vacancies so
you make provisions to fill them before the
employees leave. This way, you save yourself
the head ache of training new recruits as the
old ones would have done that before leaving.
Retention rate has become the elephant in
the room for most organisations. You have
to understand that ignoring it is not going
to make it go away. Employees may be as
precious as glass pieces, but they sure can
break at any time. What mechanisms have you
put in place to ensure that you are covered in
case of the inevitable? It is about time you have
that honest conversation, don’t you think?
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with
Dr. Mrs. Ellen Hagan
Do I have a Case?
Dear HR,
I have been working in this organisation for the past two years. Recently,
I was given some additional tasks to perform, different from my original
job description, which I excelled in. Due to this, those tasks were
assigned to me permanently by my boss. In order to make it binding,
I told my boss that I wanted a renegotiation of my salary and a letter,
which he agreed to, and informed HR accordingly. HR asked me to go
ahead with the tasks while she works out the processes involved.
Three months ago, I followed up with HR and she said she had not
come to a conclusion. So I told her I was going to suspend those duties
until we had come to an agreement. She got furious with this and
threatened to fire me if I pressed the issue further. About a week ago, I
was called to the CEO’s office and without hearing my side of the story,
he gave me a thorough dress down. I have planned on resigning from
the organisation, however, some colleagues are advising that I take this
issue up with the Labour Commission and get what is due me before I
go. I want to know if I have a case.
HR: I must be honest and say that in today’s business world it is quite
common to find many roles evolving to add on more tasks; different
from the initial agreement. Employers want people who are flexible,
trainable and adaptable so that instead of creating a completely new
role for a few extra duties, the organization will most likely choose a
competent employee to execute the role in addition to their existing
one. It is rather unfortunate that the decision making process took this
long but I would suggest that you talk directly to your manager who
should be able to escalate the issue on your behalf.
Going to the Labour Commission should be your last resort. Such a
decision can make you appear as a litigant and nobody would want
to hire a litigant. On the other hand, you should stay calm and try
negotiating the terms with your boss and CEO. Salary increments usually
tie in with performance reviews so you can sit tight, work hard and prove
reasons for a fitting increment when the time for salary reviews is due.
Job openings are few and far in between at this point and you would
not want to lose a good job without really giving it your best.
I want to leave but…
Hi HR,
I was given financial assistance to further my education after three years
in my current organisation for which I am grateful for. However, I am
stuck between a rock and a hard place right now because I want to
leave the organisation. This is not because I have a better offer but I feel
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

that the values the organisation is supposed to uphold sharply contrasts
with the reality on the ground. This is making me uncomfortable by the
day and slowly affecting my productivity.
How do I resign without looking like an ingrate?
HR: Firstly, I would like to know if you have finished paying off the financial
assistance that was given. What were the terms of the assistance? Since
you were in school whilst working, I assume you were also granted a
flexi-hour arrangement which usually comes with a clause that requires
you to work for a period post qualification. If this is the case, I would
strongly encourage you to meet your end of the agreement with the
company.
However, if this is not the case, discuss your concerns with your
supervisor. Try to understand what has incited the feeling that there
is a gap between the ideal versus the reality. You can also weigh the
pros and cons of maintaining your job there and moving on to another
organization. If you come to the conclusion that you really cannot be
productive in the current situation, then you must definitely move on to
a place where you can identify with better.
I don’t know how to leave…
Hello HR,
I recently attended a seminar on career development that my company
sponsored. After the event, I have realised that I may be in the wrong
job because some of the comments the speakers made directly applied
to me. I feel the right thing to do is to leave the company and pursue
what really makes me fulfilled, career-wise, but I fear that resigning will
block the chances of other employees from getting the same privilege
in training. What should I do?
HR: Congratulations on identifying what really translates as career
fulfillment to you! Most people do not get that opportunity and end up
going through the motions of work without any passion or fulfillment.
Your insight from the training may be specific to only you. Another
person may have realized that they are in the appropriate job and
company. So I strongly feel your decision will not affect the training
possibilities for other employees. However, if you do decide to leave
the company, remember that it is always the ‘how’ that matters. Follow
the right procedure which usually begins with a discussion with your
manager.
Good luck on your self-discovery journey!
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LAKESIDE
ESTATE
A Haven for Developing minds
And it was just a farm land...
Lakeside Estate started operations in 2001 on
a parcel of land purchased much earlier for
farming under the trade name, Agri-Cattle Ltd.
This business of farming was done successfully
until the 1990’s when development of private
residential accommodation began springing
up in the area close to this parcel of land. This
notwithstanding, the government through an
Executive Instrument, EI 15, took portions of
the land for the construction of the Adenta
Housing Project. Just around the same time,
one of the 3rd generation sons of Kalmoni
came out of school with a construction degree.
The idea then came up to convert the use of
the current land from farming to real estate.
The necessary consent and concurrence
of the stool was obtained and the various
legal documentation completed in 1995.
From that time to the year 2000, the various
developmental permits were obtained for
construction to begin in the year 2001.
From 2 houses in year one to 10 houses in year
two, Lakeside Estate saw a steady increase
in the construction and sale of houses till it
achieved 100 houses in the year 2009.
The focus for Lakeside Estate in the first five
years of its development was Mass Housing:
building affordable houses for the low income
Ghanaian. In view of this, the emphasis was
only on providing shelter with little or no
concern about infrastructure. Plots were also
developed for customers who wanted to build
their own houses at their own pace.
This however had its own set-backs as most
people could not develop their plots till date.
Learning from these challenges, Lakeside
Estate has now changed its focus to providing

quality homes for all. This is because of the
development of various housing units with
one and two bedroom town homes for the
lower income bracket and the two bedroom
detached and semi-detached for the middle
income category, whilst the three and four
bedroom detached with boys quarters go for
the high income earning individual. Besides
the houses, Lakeside Estate has developed
serviced plots for individuals who would like
to express themselves by way of constructing
their dream homes within two years.
A lot of effort has also gone into the provision
of tarred roads and gutters, electricity and
emergency solar lighting systems, for the
comfort of our customers. Other facilities
provided in the Estate to make life easier
include shopping centre, fitness centre,
recreational park (LMP), hospital/clinics and
police station. Lakeside Estate has every
Ghanaian living home or abroad as its target
customer provided he / she can afford.
In view of this, we do corporate marketing
presentations to institutions that offer housing
loan and mortgage facilities to their employees.
We also market directly to target individuals
profiled to have the purchasing power to buy.
Exceptional Customer Experience
At Lakeside Estate, a lot of effort is put into
making our existing customers happy if not
delighted. This is done through after sales
visit, quick response to warrant issues and
complaints. For property owners who buy to
let, we assist them in getting good tenants to
rent their houses. Lakeside Estate can boast
of between 15% – 20 % of its annual sales
emanating from referrals from delighted
property owners.

Lakeside Estate also embarks on annual
marketing campaigns locally and abroad. With
the help and support of Ghanaian churches
and communities abroad, the company
reaches out to Ghanaians living abroad to assist
them in buying Lakeside houses in Ghana,
generating an average of 40% sales annually.
Lakeside Estate takes a lot of customer
considerations into account when pricing
its products. This has been possible due
to continuous research development
activities. During visits of customers to the
site, interaction with existing customers,
prospecting and profiling, the marketing
team asks relevant questions and collects
relevant data on customers expectations and
acceptable level of pricing.
This data is analysed and the company’s
overheads, as well as acceptable margins are
added to provide shareholder value whilst
providing solution to the customer’s problem
of an ideal house. Currently, Lakeside Estate has
put in place discount schemes and payment
terms aimed at converting tenants at Lakeside
Estate into property owners. Customers can
therefore buy directly from Lakeside Estate
and pay outright or pay 50% and spread the
outstanding over a maximum period of Six
(6) months for completed houses. For houses
under construction, customers can pay 50%
deposit and spread the remaining 50% over
twelve months. Alternatively, one could spread
the entire price over Twelve (12) months equal
instalment payment. Customers can also buy
through any of our mortgage partners - Ghana
Homes Loans, HFC Bank and Stanbic Bank.
With this option, the potential customer should
have a verifiable income and must be able to
raise at least 20% of the cost of the house as
deposit. An assessment would be carried out
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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to ascertain the ability to service the monthly
mortgage loan replacement. Once this is
completed, the customer is good to go. The
customer pays the deposit and the mortgage
company pays Lakeside Estate the rest of the
money and the house is handed over to the
customer, which can be moved into or rented
out. The customer then pays gradually to the
mortgage company within 7 to 20 years,
depending on individual circumstances.
None Comes Close - Optimum Security
Having been in the Real Estate Industry in
Ghana for fifteen (15) years, a couple of
things give Lakeside Estate a competitive
advantage over others. In terms of security,
which is a concern for most potential home
owners, Lakeside Estate can boast of two fully
operational modern police stations built and
serviced by Lakeside Estate for the Ghana
Police Service.
Furthermore, Lakeside Estate has regular
security patrols by the Ghana Police Service
and Lakeside Estate Security Team. Lakeside
Estate is the only estate that provides 24-hour
security services at no cost to its property
owners and tenants.
All Lakeside Estate properties are covered by
Land Title Certificate, making them litigation
free.
Quality material and modern construction
technology is employed in putting up houses,
hence, Lakeside Estate houses can withstand
any form of earth tremor.
Fun and More
Lakeside Estate has a recreational facility for
its residents, the Lakeside Marina Park, which
is also opened to the general public. There
are also 3 other community parks within the
Estate to host other activities such as funerals,
engagement ceremonies, etc.
Furthermore, Lakeside Estate has a fitness
centre under construction with the first
phase being the Lawn Tennis Court, which
is completed and in use. Lakeside Estate has
two community shopping centres with spaces
for provision shops, pharmacy, salon, business
communication centre, restaurant and a pub.
All houses come with emergency solar lighting
system in the event of power outages. Lakeside
Estate has tarred roads and gutters, streetlights
and dedicated electricity transformers.
“Buy Back” Policy
Lakeside Estate has what is termed, the “buy
back’ policy. If a customer has a two bedroom
house but decides to switch to a 3 or 4
bedroom house (that is in months or years)
because of increase in family size or income,
all that is needed is to apply to buy the bigger
house and pay the difference in price between
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his or her current house and the new house.
Lakeside Estate gives the customer the new
house; takes over the old house, renovates it
where necessary and sell. This is unique to
Lakeside Estate. It gives our customers the
opportunity to upgrade from a smaller house
to a bigger one.
Our Marketing Team work seven days a week,
giving customers the convenience in coming
to inspect properties. Be it Saturday, Sunday,
holiday or after work hours. Just place a call
and someone would be ready to serve you. It
is worth noting that making the call ahead of
time would help avoid long waiting time and
delays.
Though the company has achieved a number
of successes, it is believed that the creation of
the two bedroom Townhome in 2009 has been
the most significant. This came in at a time
when prices of our houses had gone up, to
serve our “institutional or corporate’ customers
that offered mortgage facilities to its workers.
It has sold very well and till date, it is the most
sold out house in terms of quantity each year.

The Real Estate Industry
The real estate industry in Ghana is really
booming. This is because there is money to
be made at all the levels or market segments.
Whether it is in the mass housing sector, the
middle level or the high end units, there is
demand for houses. Besides, the increase
in land litigation and land guards related
problems have shifted the attention and
interest of Ghanaians to buying Estate houses
rather than building.
Secondly, due to the rate of property
appreciation, people will always see estate
properties as a way of preserving the value of
their investment.
Buying a property in Ghana has become easier
than before since the advent of mortgage
companies and mortgage business. What
needs to be done, therefore, is to develop
a savings culture in order to build a decent
deposit that would enable you access the
mortgage and eventually, a Lakeside Estate
House.

Eye Empire Clinic

Our Services:
Mobile Eye Care Services | Eye Camp/Community Eye Care |
World Class Eye Examination by Certified Eye Practitioners |
Visual Field Test | Low Vision Practice |
Preventive Eye Care Campaign | Contact Lense Practice

Accredited Service
Provider for
18 Junction
Near GRA Office
Spintex Road

Mon - Fri: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturdays: 9:00am - 2:00pm

Email:eyeempireclinic@gmail.com

0503-826293
0302-984644
0202-598616

GLICO, PREMIER, ACACIA
VITALITY - etc.

Website: www.eyeempireclinicgh.com
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Learning Organisation Wins
SME Award

Isaac Sackey receiving the SME Award from Angela Mensah-Poku,
Director Vodafone Business Solutions.

L

earning Organisation has won the SME Rising Star Award in
recognition of its Entrepreneurial Excellence, Innovative and
Computer-based Human Capital, and Training and Development
Systems.

The company is committed to advancing best human capital practices
by supporting a culture of innovation and opportunity, and providing
businesses with competitive advantage through the enhancement of
performance and productivity.

The “Rising Star” award is bestowed on young SMEs that have displayed
great potential to become successful players in the Local and
International Market Place. These are Companies that are on the verge
of a breakthrough and will become very successful in the near future.

The SME Ghana Awards (SMEGA) was instituted to celebrate and motivate
outstanding and performing Small and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs)
and individuals of Entrepreneurial Excellence. It further seeks to award
Innovation, Creativity and promotes market competitiveness for madein Ghana businesses and their products beyond the borders of Ghana.

Learning Organisation, accredited by Achieve Global, Atlas UK and
Chicago Institute of Business, offers world-class and valued-added
development programmes with specialisation in Recruitment &
Selection, Performance Management, Training and Development,
Management Development, Job Evaluation, Employee Motivational
Programme, HR Consultancy, Employee Engagement Survey,
Compensation and Benefits, Time Sensitive and Business Related Pickup and Delivery Service, E-learning (International Minimum Industry
Safety Training (IMIST) and Chicago Institute of Business), and Contract
Staff Management
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

The SMEGA Awards Scheme was initiated and organised by Imagine8
Company Limited in partnership with the Ministry of Trade and Industry,
and in collaboration with the World Association for SME to further
develop the SMEs as an engine of growth for the national economy.
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Win With Your

Website
5. A Mobile-Ready Version
Smartphones and tablets are driving an increasing amount of web traffic, and the numbers
are only going to grow as mobile devices become cheaper and more mainstream. Andy
Chu, Director of Bing for Mobile, says 70% of task completion happens within one hour
on mobile sites, meaning that people are often browsing on the web with intent — they
are looking to do something, buy something or go somewhere. If someone searches for
a restaurant on his smartphone, he is likely to eat at that restaurant within the hour, says
Chu. So your website better be readable on handheld devices.
“Until two years ago, designing for the web meant designing for a computer, now it
means designing for anything with an internet connection,” says Frankel. So, how can you
do it? Responsive design.
Responsive website design enables you to use fluid widths, so that your website layout
will adapt to the screen on which it is being browsed.
1. Crucial Business Information
“The biggest failure that people have is that they try
to build the website they want, not necessarily the
website they need. Do not neglect the basic things
like the menu, contact information and directions.
Keep text to a minimum when it comes to your
mission statement because you should be writing
things so people can skim — we all have short
attention spans. Do not underestimate brevity: one
or two sentences can be really powerful.

3. Clear Navigation
A website is useless without
clear navigation. Make sure
you use easy-to-understand
and logical names for the
various pages of your site —
contact, about, FAQ, etc. Being
clever or cryptic will just be a
turnoff for users.
When developing your navigation strategy, you
should consider a call to action. What is it that you
want people to do on your site? Place an order?
Email for a quote? Call to speak with a customer
service rep? Make your goals clear and obvious.

4. Social Media Integration
Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, YouTube, Pinterest, Google+, LinkedIn,
Instagram, Foursquare. There are a lot of social platforms out there,
and you should promote your presence on them on your website,
because social media is critical part of marketing your business.
Integrating these platforms into your website will help boost your
SEO, improve your business’ footprint on the social web and build
your following across numerous social platforms.

2. Contact Information
We cannot stress enough that most crucial business detail
is contact information— which is why it has its own section.
Have a number, email, address and a contact form easily
accessible and visible. It makes a difference because there is
nothing more frustrating than being unable to get in touch
with a needed business or service.
When you put an email address or a phone number on the site, do not
upload this information as part of an image — the number or address
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By Penuel Anoff

7. Some Features You Do not Need
Do not underestimate the power of simplicity. Feel free to forgo these
things on your website:
• Music
• Flash
• Anything that auto plays
• Extraneous information and media — it will only slow down the      
page’s loading time.

should be able to be clicked on or copied right from the site in order
to place the call or send an email conveniently and quickly. Most
smartphones these days have the ability to do “click to call” on the web,
so make the process as easy as possible for users.
Also, get an email address for your domain. However, if you like Gmail’s
interface, you can use Google Apps to set up custom email addresses
through Gmail — it is free for up to 10 email addresses.
http://cucumberred.com/
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“The Silent Thief
Of Sight”

G

laucoma is a condition that causes
damage to the eye’s optic nerve,
normally associated with a buildup of
pressure in the eye. It is a painless eye disease
and most importantly, irreversible unlike other
eye conditions.

4. MYOPIA
If you are myopic in vision, it means that you
can see objects that are close to you clearly but
will have difficulty seeing things from afar, and
you wear a minus (-) prescription; your chances
of getting glaucoma are high.

It is reported that Ghana has the 2nd highest
case of Glaucoma suferers in the world.
So let us educate ourselves and tackle a few
important things about this “silent thief of
sight.”

5. EYE PRESSURE
If your eye pressure is high and continues to
remain high, your chances of getting glaucoma
are also high.

RISK FACTORS
The risk factors of glaucoma are as follows:
1. RACE
Unfortunately, if you are black, your chances of
getting glaucoma are very high, for unknown
reasons still being researched.
2. FAMILY HISTORY
If there is any history of glaucoma in your
immediate or extended family, your chances of
getting glaucoma are high as it is hereditary in
most cases.
3. AGE
If you are 35 and above, your chances of
getting glaucoma are also high even though
we have what is known as Juvenile Glaucoma,
which we will tell you more about later in this
article.
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Glaucoma in its initial stages affects the
peripheral vision (vision at the corners of each
eye) and travels gradually to the center of the
eye. Due to this, in most cases, it is not detected
early as vision is not significantly impaired.
So what can we do to detect glaucoma and
prevent resulting blindness?
Given the above, it is recommended that you
get regular eye exams every 12-24 months.
If you are under 35, it is now recommended
that a comprehensive eye test, including the
checking of eye pressure and funduscopy, be
done every 18-24 months. If you are above
35, it is advised, given our current trends and
use of various mediums of technology, that
you check your eye every 12-18 months by
getting a comprehensive exam to include the
checking of your eye pressure and funduscopy.

By

Remember to ask the doctor (optometrist/
ophthalmologist) to explain all the results of
your eye test to you if not readily done. Ask for
the results of the eye pressure and the back of
the eye as well.
As mentioned earlier, there is also what is
called JUVENILLE GLAUCOMA, which occurs
in some persons between the ages of 4-35 for
reasons unknown and still under research. It is
therefore imperative that you ensure routine
eye exams for your children every 18-24
months, especially between the ages of 4-35.
Even though this disease is irreversible, there is
good news! GLAUCOMA, when detected early,
can be managed well with medication and/
or surgery. This also, in most cases, eliminates
the possibility of blindness. Early detection is
therefore critical to the management of this
disease.
For more information on this and any other
eye related defects, you may contact Robert &
Sons Ltd, Optical Services via phone or email
at info@robertandsonsltd.com/054-799-3647.
You may also visit the company’s website for
more information on eye defects at www.
robertandsonsoptical.com.
Please help spread the word about this “SILENT
THIEF OF SIGHT – GLAUCOMA” and remember
to get a comprehensive eye exam as often as
recommended above or by your optician.
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Idea Into a
Profitable Business Model
Transforming Your

Every successful business begins with just an idea. “Ideas are the beginning point of all
fortunes,” according to Napoleon Hill, author of “Think and Grow Rich.”

T

he thought of starting your own business
can be both a thrilling and frightening
experience. Transforming your ideas
to business requires in-depth planning and
strategy. Primarily, the idea must seek to
address a need or render a solution targeted at
potential beneficiaries or consumers. This idea
should be realistic enough to be translated
into a product or service.

effective advertising tool that can help
your customers understand what your
business does and which market you are
targeting
• Selecting your business address and
physical location, and
• Obtaining the necessary license or permit
to operate depending on the type of
business

Below are six basic elements to consider in no
particular order to get your business up and
running:

4. Get a business plan: A business plan is
vital to the success of any business. Think
of it as the road map to the future of your
business. The most effective business plans
are dynamic documents that evolve as your
business grows and changes. Your plan should
reflect the current reality of your business, the
environment in which it will operate, and your
present and future goals. Business owners do
not necessarily have to write the business plan
themselves but may engage the services of
business consultants to help them. A business
plan will essentially enable you to:

1. Conduct a needs assessment: Irrespective
of the increasing number of businesses,
products and services, there will always be
a gap between the current conditions and
desired conditions of clients or consumers. It
is important to identify your idea`s market-fit.
This can be achieved through a systematic
process of determining and addressing needs
and gaps of the market. The need can be a
desire to improve current performance, quality,
explore untapped or suppressed demand or to
correct a deficiency of goods and services.
2. Determining the most appropriate vehicle
-Having decided what to serve or produce
for the market, it is important to determine
the most appropriate vehicle to deliver the
service or product. This vehicle will situate the
idea in an appropriate legal form or structure
for implementation.The vehicle could be in
the form of a Sole Proprietorship, Partnership,
Limited Liability Company, Corporation,
Nonprofit or Cooperative.
3. Register the business: The following are key
considerations when registering a business:
• Selecting a name and logo for your
business. The right name can be an

• Turn your ideas into a viable business
model
• Secure financing from lenders and
investors, and
• Identify strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats
5. Sourcing financing: For entrepreneurs with
deep pockets, the only obstacle to starting
a business is coming up with a viable idea.
But many aspiring business owners have the
opposite problem — the idea is there, but
the capital is not. Jumping the initial startup
financing hurdle is made even more difficult
by the fact that “brand-new” entrepreneurs are
often not considered for business loans. Banks
have always been a tough source to secure
loans for start-ups but it is not impossible.
Once you have your business plan outlining

your expected cash , it is a good start. You can
consider options like:
• Loans from family or friends;
• Venture Capital financing in the form of
debt/equity or both;
• Microfinance loans;
• Partner with someone with the money; or
• Credit agreements with suppliers.
Business owners should ask themselves how
much financial assistance they really need
before going for a loan.
6. Hiring and retaining the right employees:
Hiring good employees is not only good for
your business; it is essential. Getting the right
people into your company or business gets
things moving in the right direction from the
very beginning. As important as attracting
good employees is, it is even more important
to retain them because a high employee
turnover rate will hurt the business’ bottom
line.
Before you start a business, it is important to
have a strong support system in place. You will
be forced to make many important decisions,
especially in the first few months. You will
make mistakes and some of them might cost
you money. In some cases, experience and
learning from mistakes is the only way to learn.
The only mistake not worth making is the one
you do not learn anything from.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Manage Your
Salary Right!
T

he end of the month always puts smiles
on the faces of workers; bills can now be
paid, fridges can be restocked, fuel tanks
can be filled to the brim and long overdue
debts can be settled. For the first few days
after payday, we feel rich and then slowly that
feeling diminishes as the days go by.
According to a survey of more than 4,400
workers by CareerBuilder.com, 61% report that
they always or usually live from paycheck to
paycheck. The interesting thing is that, most
of these people will tell you the reason they
live that way is because they do not make
enough money. However, the real issue is not
about how much money one earns, but rather,
how well one manages the money that he/she
earns. This is what makes the difference!
The year 2016 just started, making it a very
good time to do things differently. Learning
how to manage your monthly salary effectively
has never been more important than it is
today given the current tough economic
conditions. What follows is a list of basic money
management skills and tips you can start
incorporating into your everyday life to enable
you achieve financial freedom.
1. Draw Up a Budget
To be able to have control of your finances, you
need to know how much money you have and
where that money is going.
The first step in writing up a budget is to
critically study your income and expenditure.
Start by writing down how much you earn.
Make sure you include all sources of income
such as: welfare benefits, employment bonuses,
rental income or interest earned on savings
and investments. Then you need to figure out
just how much you are spending every month.
If you are like most people, your expenses will
generally be categorized into fixed expenses
(such as rent, electricity bills, school fees etc),
living expenses (food, daily expenses) and
impulse expenditure (this is where you spend
on things like clothes, recharge cards and other
items you mostly purchase on impulse and not
really out of necessity).
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Once you have summed up your monthly
income and your monthly expenses, subtract
the total expense from the total income to
get the difference. A negative/deficit position
indicates that your expenses are greater than
your income and gives you an idea of where
you need to trim expenses and by how much.
If you are married, it is important to get the
whole family involved in drawing up and,
more importantly, sticking to your budget.
Explain the bigger picture, so your family can
see the future rewards for the sacrifices they
make now. Remember to review your budget
regularly – at least every other month and
make changes where necessary.
2. Pay Yourself First
Paying yourself first simply means that you
make it a habit to put money into your savings
or investment account first as soon as you get
paid. Many people have intentions to save
and invest their money, but only relatively
few actually act on these intentions forgetting
that profits come from only one source:
Investments.
The usual advice is to set aside 10% of what
you make, but any amount that you can
comfortably save is better than not saving at
all. It is always easier to spend what is left over
after saving than it is to save what is left after
spending.
3. Ban Yourself From Unnecessary Impulse
Buying
Have you ever gone to the mall to do some
grocery shopping and ended up with a whole
new set of clothes in addition to your original
shopping list? This is what is called Impulse
Buying. While it is understandable that you may
need to buy some fancy stuff once in a while,
it is better such purchases are planned for and
therefore accommodated in your budget for
the month. Some other simple things you can
do to greatly reduce impulse buying include:
• Make a list and stick to it – Keep a list of
items you need on your next trip to the
shops, and follow it religiously.
• Follow a mandatory waiting period –
Rather than buying things on the spot,

force yourself to think about it for at least
a week. This will give you time to decide
if the item is something you really need.
• Avoid shopping on pay-day – Most
people feel richer on pay day, and are
more vulnerable to frivolous purchases
and spending.
4. Learn To Say No To Money Requests
If you are perceived to earn a decent amount
of money, you are most likely used to getting
endless requests for money from friends and
relatives.
While it is probably good to help friends and
especially family members facing financial
difficulties, that should definitely not be done
at the detriment of your own financial future. If
possible, you can have a particular percentage
of your income set aside for family and friend
purposes. Restrict your giving to a limit you set
for yourself.
5. Make Little Lifestyle Changes
Always bear in mind that every little amount
counts and can make a difference. Keep your
coins by putting them in a piggy bank. Instead
of chartered taxis, join the trotro if possible.
Pack your own lunch to work if you can. Try to
stay focused and keep your eyes on the goal.
Be very careful with every pesewa. Question
every expenditure. These little changes
go a long way to help you avoid financial
difficulties. Always remember that every big
accomplishment is an accumulation of little
accomplishments.
Ultimately, your salary and how you manage it
are some of the most important things in your
life, since it influences where you live, what you
drive, where you can go, and almost everything
you do. Therefore, make a conscious effort to
better manage your salary by not putting off
until tomorrow what you can do today.
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TOP

QUALITIES
COMPANIES

By David Mills

I

t is often the case that companies rarely get hiring right. It is even a bigger issue, considering the time and resources that is invested into this
exercise. A 2012 poll of global HR leaders submitted that, “The talent challenge may even rise with the complexity of global issues. It requires that
companies bring in the kind of people that can expertly navigate the issues and drive them on to greatness.” That is the exact problem: “thewho-to” bring in. Our hypothesis below of the top five qualities companies hire may not be conclusive because like one psychoanalyst wrote, “The
biggest upset to intelligence is positing an opinionated view and lacking the vision to imagine someday it may no longer be relevant.” However, our
conversations with HR leaders and some CEOs and strict but careful observation of some of the world’s highly effective managers plus the turn of
events around the world incite us to submit the following as “Top Five Qualities Companies Hire.”

Innovation

The blistering pace of change seems to render
the erstwhile management paradigm of long
term competitive advantage out of order. Instead,
companies may have to leverage the ideas of its
people to thrive on short term competitive gains.
New hires should demonstrate innovative thinking
right from the motivational letters and resumes
they submit, through to how they define solutions
to workplace challenges during interviews and
the critical questions they ask before exiting the
room. It is a lot easier to build upon the seed of
innovation than it is to insert it into a person. Innovative minds exude
the following traits:
They are curious; asking questions and debating issues always
They think a step ahead of their level
They come to you with one new idea or another (even if it does not
immediately make sense)
They challenge thought processes and conventional methodologies
They possess an endless passion for change and excellence

Global Thinking

Smart hires have a global awareness. They follow political, economic and
social trends around the world. As future business leaders, new hires for
instance should be able to have a general idea of the implications of

a Greek financial crisis and a mounting weakness in the Eurozone for
the African private sector. They must be aware of the characteristics
of Millennials, such as their disregard for values and processes and the
challenges these brings to the work environment.
One need not travel around the world to possess a global orientation.
You can do the following:
• Watch foreign movies depicting socio-cultural patterns of other
parts of the world
• Network with friends from around the world on social media and
learn about them
• Join global groups on social media platforms like LinkedIn and
share ideas
• Read international journals and follow news around the world
These five critical qualities should shape the priorities of hiring leaders
and help them bring in the right people that can deliver on the
company’s strategic goals.

Leadership and Entrepreneurial Drive

Entrepreneurs embody amazing leadership characteristics that build
truly great organisations. They usually possess a clear mental blueprint
of a better future even if it is a chaotic present. This positivism they
demonstrate compels them to stay in and work things out. Call it grit!
They just do not give up! They do not know anything else but to keep
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believing in a better story and continuously
figuring out how to actualise that better story.
This defining characteristic entrepreneurs
exude, to me, must be crucial on any hiring
leader’s checklist.
Their energy is such an infectious one that
it discards any opaque culture and truly
reveals who is aligned and who is not. When
it is obvious you are not aligned, there can
only be one option on the table: to jump
out! Sorry, but you must be truly confused
to still stay onboard a bus not headed your
direction. General Electric CEO, Jack Welch,
in an interview with BusinessWeek in 2006
mentioned that amongst the things he
looked out for in a potential employee was
an energetic person that could also energise
others. In fact he stiffened, “I am desperate to
hire someone who is smarter than me.” You
just heard that from, unarguably, the most
successful business leader of the 20th century.
His decisive leadership such as scrapping all
non-performing subsidiary businesses; ‘firing’
the least performing workforce; breaking the
back of bureaucracy; strategic acquisitions and
developing leaders set up General Electric, the
conglomerate he led for 20 years, as the ‘Most
Valuable Company’ in the world at the turn of
the 21st century. We are inclined to think that
if such a stalwart business thinker speaks, then
we have to do what he says.
Entrepreneurial leaders capture the company’s
vision and run with it. They discover and pursue
needs-based opportunities in territories that
many companies uncover and pass by. It is in
their DNA to take organisations from here to
there. It is this electrifying passion, remarkable
zeal, team playing talent and sharp focus on
results they bring to companies that see them
rising faster than their peers.

BOSS
Practice the following

First, be aware of your emotions: Know
what turns you on and off. Stay off negative
information that prompts a reaction from you.
Ask questions why you are feeling what you
are feeling right now. Could it be some bad
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news playing itself back into your mind? Could
it be an expectation that is not being met? Be
aware of what is inciting your current feeling.
Discipline yourself: Have the discipline to stay
away from conversations and vile arguments
that infuriate you. Keep a positive mindset and
presence. It is a proven magnet that attracts
people.
Show empathy: Do not leave your humanity
at the office door and only take it back when
its 5pm. People should be able to approach
you and feel comfortable around you.
Demonstrate compassion and concern for
the needs of others. In our part of the world
for instance, accompany colleagues to funerals
and weddings if you can or send a delegation.
Relate well with others: Be a go-to person.
Smile and connect with people. Keep a
personality that allows people to draw closer
to you. As a manager, you are responsible for
the effectiveness of the persons you lead;
hence, you want to open up so they can come
to you for solutions to their problems. Simply,
make time for people.
Celebrate major feats or achievements in your
life: You just earned your MBA? Or successfully
earned HRCI’s Professional in Human
Resources (PHR) Certification? You successfully
led perhaps the most controversial project
for the year and delivered results in time and
on budget? Pause from life’s seeming endless
streak of activities and celebrate what you
have achieved.
When Dr. Goleman talks about Social
Intelligence, he captures succinctly the
need for managers to exhibit exceptional
interpersonal skills that compels their team
members to want to “die” for the organisation.
He explains that the success of a manager
depends on the success of every other person.
It is thus the habit of highly effective managers
to put a premium on their relationships with
people.

Ethics and Integrity

Sometimes, when you study an organisation’s
core values and the lack of correlation with
its people’s actions, you wonder whether the
values mean anything at all to them. Again,
it points out the flaw with many senior HR
leaders in hiring persons that do not live the

company’s values. It must be made increasingly
clear that “people aren’t just an organisation’s
most important asset; the right people are.” It
was clear to us, after series of conversations
with HR leaders, that people are hired for
their competence (many a time, reflected in
their sterling communication skill during the
interview and length of experience); and fired
for character and misalignment. It informs
the fact that many companies hire for the
numbers and pay less or perhaps no attention
to purpose, values and culture. It certainly costs
more if a company has to correct an ethical
sideline by one employee than a quarter’s
profit margin. You can imagine the costs if you
have a lot more unethical people within.
In 2000, leading business thinker and
academic, Gary Hamel, wrote a book titled:
“Leading the Revolution,” in which he cleverly
eulogised the innovative prowess of energy
giant, Enron, heaping praise on its executive
leadership for creating an organisation-wide
culture of entrepreneurship and innovation,
which over the years have undergirded the
company’s growth and profitability. A year later,
Enron fell. An ethical sideline from the same
executives Hamel, a year earlier, had praised
cost the company’s shareholders their money.
It was reported that the company’s directors
influenced its auditors to falsify financial
reports, creating a picture of profitability
whereas that was not the case. Sadly, business
professor and author, Gary Hamel, could not
see the Enron he so strongly praised a year
away.
Our submission is that HR leaders should pay
great deal of attention to bringing in persons
that share and live the company’s purpose,
values and culture. How? Ask questions on
their actions in the midst of ethical dilemmas;
conduct due diligence by investigating their
previous workplace conduct; and look out for
passion in their eyes for the company’s mission.
A 2012 IBM poll revealed that three defining
characteristics will inform who the company’s
next leaders will be, topmost is: integrity.

Emotional and Social Intelligence

The most difficult person to lead is yourself.
Since ages, man has struggled to control
his emotions. He has overly reacted only to
regret later. Sadly, this significant flaw, which
has a direct effect on human performance
or slack otherwise, had been given relatively
less attention. Dr. Daniel
Goleman, a psychologist
found it necessary to
lead a renaissance on
this subject, terming it
“Emotional Intelligence.”
Business Strategy Officer
L’AINE Services Limited
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“Nature”Speaks
By Charles Mensah

T

he art of communication is an important
part of our everyday living . When the
cock crows, we are reminded of a new
morning and a new day. When we hear
thunder bolts and lightning, we expect rains
to fall from the skies and therefore we carry
our umbrellas when going to town. These acts
of nature display communication to us clearly.
We react to these information based on what
we see and hear, and that is the foundation of
communication.
In
businesses
and
organisations,
communication is very essential. Product
presentation to customer service requires good
communicators to make it successful. Michael
Faraday, inventor of modern electricity, was
also an effective communicator. According
to Nancy Forbes and Basil Mahon’s book,
Faraday, Maxwell and the Electromagnetic
Field, Faraday’s scientific genius was not only
in producing experimental results that eluded
everyone but explaining them too. The ability
to explain his scientific findings and results to
his audience made him one of the outstanding
inventors.
Most corporate entities have directed efforts to
make communication in their business setting
worthwhile. But more efforts have to be made
to make them extraordinary in order to drive
sales, profits and increase productivity.
Additionally,
effective
organisational
communication produce a strong team since
all workers are able to voice out their views
and opinions. It provides employees with
knowledge, structure and a positive work
environment . Open communication channels
give employees the opportunity to bring on
board creative ideas and innovations that

has the ability to propel the business forward.
According to the Communication Theorist,
Harold Lasswell, openness in communication
makes everyone feel involved. Let us look at the
case of Google on business communication.
Larry Page, Co-founder of Google posted
results from pages of Google’s AdWords
search engine page in bold letters, “THESE
ADS SUCK” in their kitchen. This act by Larry
Page may seem embarrassing to many people
but Page’s intention was to expect someone
else to solve the problem and not only the
AdWords team. He created a culture where
open communication gave the opportunity
to people to solve problems without always
looking up to those who the work have been
assigned to. This also gives the opportunity to
the employees to also remove barriers that
appear in the business operations.
Additionally, communication plays a major role
in dealing with employer-employee relations.
Bad communication practices is the root
cause of problems within most organisations.
If appropriate information is not given out to
the employees, information through grapevine
becomes common and may have damaging
results for the company. In order to avoid
such problems, it is the duty of management,
in fact, everybody, to supply all the relevant
information through appropriate media at the
right time. A great deal of communication
systems and designs have to be put in place
in order to facilitate efficient communication
in the organisation.
When
communication
channels
and
processes are laid out and made known to all
employees, it encourages performance and
job satisfaction; employees understand their

jobs better and feel more involved in them. It
is through communication that an executive
ultimately gets work done by others. It is the
means by which change is effected and goals
are achieved. In fact, one major executive
function is to develop and maintain a system of
effective communication. Confucius quoted, “If
a language is not correct, then what is said is
not what is meant. If what is said is not what is
meant, then what ought to be done remains
undone. “This means effective communication
increases productivity.
Furthermore,
effective
communication
outside the confines of an organisation cannot
be downplayed. The ability of an organisation
to design efficient communication strategy
to cater for prospective clients or customers
can lead to a boost in sales. Some customers
may be oblivious to the business, services
and other vital information that a company
has to offer. Therefore, sending the right
information to customers and making sure that
information is properly decoded can ensure a
strong and lasting customer relationship. An
organisation must clearly define their goals
and expectations, choose medium carefully
and keep everyone involved in delivering an
effective communication system.
Just like the way nature
communicates to us in
various ways which makes
us do what we do, so is
communication necessary
to achieve organisational
success.
Editorial Assistant
Focus Digital
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The Pervasiveness of Technology:

an Ethical Dilemma
By Kofi Arhin

J

onathan James was convicted of hacking
crimes while he was still a minor. According
to reports, some of the escapades for
which he was known included hacking into the
database of NASA and the U.S. Department of
Defense. This is one of several computer crime
cases that have resulted in the conviction
of a minor. Also, consider the case of Phillip
Alpert. Alpert broadcasted nude pictures of his
girlfriend as payback for an argument they had.
There is an endless list of such ethical cases
where technology has been misappropriated
by people who do not qualify to drive.
The arguments of those who sit on the critical
side of the globalized fence suggest that
technology is shoved down the throats of
people before they have the opportunity to
develop morals and ethical values. But the
conundrum in the use of technology does not
end there: The spectrum is wider than the two
cases mentioned above. Perhaps, “wider” is an
understatement.
Consider the cases of wanted men such as
Edward Snowden and Julian Assange. Both
leaked confidential information to the general
public. This was a breach of law in the countries
in which they resided. However, they both
managed to escape conviction due to the
geographic limitations of policies that exist in
their respective country of origin. Governments
are unable to agree on issues concerning
technology and issues related to its use. One of
the reasons for this situation is that while some
countries are far advanced in technology (for
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instance Space Exploration), others are lagging
far behind. To wit, technological priorities
differ from nation to nation and government
to government. For example, why would a
country like Ghana be interested in policies
concerning Space Exploration technologies?
Another dilemma is the issue of privacy and
governments. While citizens demand privacy,
governments are concerned with gathering
intelligence on citizens as part of security
measures. So while technology is gradually
becoming embedded in our everyday
lives, users of these technologies give away
a lot of information (sometimes covertly
acquired by the government). The dilemma
for governments is where to draw the line
between an invasion of privacy and collecting
data to strengthen security. Unfortunately, it
is not only authorized institutions that have
access to private or sensitive data. Due to
some degree of security flaws, technologies
are accessible by unauthorized individuals or
groups, sometimes referred to as hackers, but
generally considered criminals. Hence, the
more technology, the higher the probability of
technology-related crime.
Conceivably, one of the critical issues that
still beats the mind of ethical computing
researchers is the rate at which users subscribe
to technological scams. For instance, you
receive an email purporting that your account
has been compromised or hacked into. You are
provided a link to re-enter your old password
and sometimes to enter a new password. You

quickly provide the recommended details
to secure your account. You click the submit
button thinking you have outwitted a group
of fraudsters. Unfortunately, that is as far
from the truth as day from night; you have
rather submitted confidential information to
predators ready to pounce on your identity.
Another way for people to access your
personal data is the use and distribution of
pirated software and content such as movies.
First of all, patronizing pirated software is
equivalent to purchasing stolen goods. But
that is a discussion for another day. The
source of concern here, is how we are quick to
accept terms and policies from these software
providers without assessing the content. We
are as quick to tick the “accept terms” box as we
are to say a blessing over our lunch. Probably,
we have gone too far by talking about pirated
software. The situation is the same even for
genuine software and content.
The cases presented above are meant to draw
our attention to some ethical considerations
in the development and use of technology.
It seems that somewhere along the line, we
allowed the development and use of these
technologies to speed pass
the development of our
norms and values. Perhaps,
it is time to take our feet off
the pedal and ponder over
some of these concerns.
!

Information Systems
Professional, GIMPA
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The Lakeside Marina Park
Experience

orking tirelessly to produce the top
notch HR and MM Focus magazines
gives the Focus Digital Team (FDTeam) very little time to hang out. However,
when the opportunity presents itself, we go all
out and make the most of it. This was the case
when on December 4, 2015; Lakeside did us
the honour hosting us at the Lakeside Marina
Park.
For people like us who live on the other side
of town, where cars, traffic and fumes are a
daily occurrence, going to the Marina Park was
a great escape for us. On our way, we took a
route that unfortunately was a wrong turn. Not
wanting to admit that we were somehow lost
in Accra of all places, we consulted Google Map
which proved to be a saviour. The excitement
of getting lost gave us the needed adrenalin
for the Marina Park experience. Once we were
back on the road, we kept seeing the usual;
people, houses, etc , and I must say, nothing
prepared us for the breath taking spectacle
that was before us. A lake; located in the most
unexpected place in Accra, Ashaley Botwe.
Awestruck would be an understatement if one
wished to describe the looks on our faces.
We were greeted by the not so large water
body which served as one of the many little
wonders of the facility. Entering the facility
gave us a better view of the lake, which boasted
of Pedallo boats and one canoe for water fun
rides. Patrons were already queuing to have a
feel of the cruise as we settled in. The park also
has a larger-than-life two storey slides, which

is about six meters high; children’s swings and
play sets, as well as adult fitness play sets.
Obed (one of my colleagues) almost bit his
lips in agony as he spotted the ultra-smooth
walkway for strolling, which would have
been a wonderful path for his roller blades,
nonetheless. One of the many charming
sceneries of the park, as we observed, were the
well-manicured lawn, flower garden, plants,
and water garden. The lawn served as a playing
field for some patrons who engaged in volley
and football games.
At a point, the team of ten dispersed into
smaller groups so we could have a thorough
tour of the facility before we left. Kuukuah,
Revina and I took a detour to the nine-hole
mini-golf court. As we took turns to indulge
in the sport, we understood why Tiger Woods
made all his millions: the game was not as
easy as it looked. After a short game, where
Kuukuah emerged winner, Revina decided
to relive her childhood fantasies by going up
on the two storey slide. After four giddy slide
downs, she was convinced she was too old for
this and left the fun for the children.
Meanwhile, Obed had consoled himself with a
ride in the remote controlled car and seemed
to be content as he waved passed us on the
mini-raceway. Our small group made its way to
the club house through the cozy summer huts
and nicely paved stone paths. We chanced
upon some of the guys from our team who
were busily engaging in games such as table

soccer and table tennis at the side of the club
house, which has been designated for board
games. The club house also spotted a food
court and a service kitchen. To maintain the
family friendly atmosphere, the food court only
sold non-alcoholic beverages, as we were later
told.
The height of our one day adventure at the
Marina Park was accomplished when our
group made its way to the 9D cinema. In fact,
there are some things that are best understood
when experienced rather than narrated, and
we were all in total accord as we made our way
out of the 9D cinema after it had been “tried
and tested.”
It is quite annoying how time flies when you are
having so much fun. But we had to leave the
park, unfortunately, as it was getting dark. After
offering our gratitude and saying goodbye
to our hosts, we took a group photograph to
commemorate our wonderful adventure to
this incredible place…The Lakeside Marina
Park.
Author’s Note
Sometimes, work can distract us from having
a balanced life. Recreation is a wonderful way
of getting that equilibrium back into your life.
If you ever wish to escape Accra Main without
going too far from the capital, Lakeside Marina
Park is the place to be. Reading or hearing
about it is not enough! As Bob Nester Marley
rightly puts it, “He who feels it, knows it!”
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The Entreployee:
Developing the Mindset Of an Entrepreneur
for Career Success.

By Mr. Emmanuel Woyome

H

e joined the company as a Management
Trainee. He rose through the ranks to
higher positions with better rewards.
He suggested an idea for new product
development, which was accepted by the
board, leading to the establishment of a new
business unit. He was eventually appointed
the substantive head of the unit. In a few years,
he became the Chief Marketing Officer and
later the CEO of the fast-growing company.
Ben works as if he owns the company, and his
colleagues usually teasingly quiz him, “Does
the company belong to your father?”

2. Risk taking
Entreployees learn to weigh and assess risks
and become comfortable with the idea before
they invest time and resources in uncertain
enterprises and ideas. Despite fear of failure,
they take action. They are passionate about
what they do.
3. Creativity and innovation
Entreployees are creative problem solvers. They
apply unconventional tools and approaches to
existing challenges. They see possibilities and
generate ideas as solutions to problems.

9. Disciplined
Entreployees are disciplined with strong work
ethics and integrity, making them endowed
with both character and competencies for
productivity. They will not take organisational
time or resources to do their personal work.

The word “Entreployee” is coined from two
words, “Entrepreneur” and “Employee.” An
entreployee is an entrepreneur who works
in an existing establishment as an employee
without any legal ownership of the business.
Most often, we identify entrepreneurs as those
who started companies. Even though that is
still true, the concept of being an entrepreneur
goes beyond starting an enterprise. You do not
need to start your own company as the CEO to
be an entrepreneur; you only need an attitude
of an entrepreneur. Being an entrepreneur is an
attitude or mindset - entrepreneurial mindset,
not a profession. Being an entrepreneur is
a leadership attitude of taking risks, being
proactive, innovative, a problem-solver and a
change maker in any profession or industry.
Entrepreneurs are productive people who
bring value into the marketplace.

4. Visionary and future-oriented
Entreployees think about “what’s next” and
take ownership of outcomes. They have
purpose for their life/work, and vision for both
their professional and personal lives. They can
be focused on achievements, and reaching set
goals for their ideas or themselves.

10.Team Work
Entreployees understand that it takes the
collective effort of other competent people
in a team to achieve great success. They know
their personal strengths and weaknesses and
are able to leverage the strengths of others for
optimum team productivity.

5. Flexibility and adaptability
Entreployees do not only learn to change, they
expect to. They prepare for and react quickly to
obstacles, setbacks and new information.

Regardless of what you do, below are ten (10)
entrepreneurial traits that you can develop to
become an “entreployee” for career success.

7. Critical thinking
Entreployees are analytical thinkers. They do
not run with opinionated ideas of people
without analysis. They can learn to see
challenges, opportunities and even products
in their component parts. They can make deep
assessments accurately before taking action.

Remember, all these traits can be learnt as
skills when you do not have them as natural
traits. You will find those who have and
use this entrepreneurial mindset anywhere.
They are not all starting businesses, but are
also engineers, writers, pastors, teachers and
managers, civil servants or public servants
working in government institutions and nongovernmental institutions. When it comes to
entrepreneurship, being an entrepreneur or
entreployee, it is not what you do, but how
you think and act is what matters. Successful
organisations are led by a team of entreployees.
It is the desire of many startup entrepreneurs
and CEOs in any industry
to have as many other
entrepreneurial leaders in
their team.

1. Opportunity seeking
Entreployees see and often seek out
opportunities. They always seek for
opportunities to add value to themselves and
their employers. Their minds are at work even
after close of work to identify opportunities.
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6. Initiative and self-direction
Entreployees are self-starters and motivated to
reach goals. They know where they are going
in their personal and professional lives. They
take daily decisions and actions to get to their
destination in life.

8. Communication and co-operation
Entreployees are good at sharing ideas,
and input from others spark and drive their
progress. They can communicate their ideas
clearly and passionately for the involvement of
others.

Career Coach/Trainer & CEO of
Corporate Life Consulting

!
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Smoked Turkey & Wheat Salad
Ingredients

• 1 cup wheat
• 1/4 cup olive oil
• 3 tablespoons red-wine vinegar
• 3 tablespoons finely chopped shallots
• 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
• 1 6-ounce slice smoked turkey (3/4 inch thick), skin
removed, cut into 1/2-inch cubes
• 1/2 cup diced smoked cheese, Cheddar (hard cheese;  
can be gotten from any mall)
• 1 cup chopped yellow bell pepper
• 1 large lettuce, chopped
• 1 ripe but firm avocado, diced
• 3/4 cup sun-dried tomatoes (cut into small, thin, narrow
pieces)

Preparation
Place wheat in a medium saucepan, add enough water to
cover by 2 inches and bring to a boil.
Stir, reduce heat to a simmer and cook for 15 to 25 minutes uncovered, until the wheat is the desired tenderness.
Drain and rinse with cold water. Drain again.
Meanwhile, whisk oil, vinegar, shallots and pepper in a
large bowl. Add the wheat, turkey, cheese, bell pepper,
celery, avocado and sun-dried tomatoes; toss to coat.

Creamy Mango Smoothie
Ingredients

• 3/4 cup cold milk
• 1/4 cup vanilla yogurt
• 3/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
• 1 1/2 cups chopped fresh mango
• 3 ice cubes

Directions

Blend the milk, yogurt, vanilla extract, mango, and ice
cubes in a blender until smooth and creamy.
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Listing
Programme Director
Qualification
Degree – or equivalent - in relevant discipline, 5 years
experience

DuTIES

senior monitoring &
evaluation manager
Qualification
Degree – or equivalent - in relevant discipline, 5 years
experience

DuTIES

• Ensure effective compliance and financial management of
the programme

• Ensure staff and partners have the adequate training and
support to effectively deliver on the M&E requirements

• Project management conducted within the framework
of the contract between the organisation and the donor.
Ensure funds are used for designated purposes

• Effective management and coordination in the
elaboration of the results framework during the inception
period

• Effective programme/contract delivery with impact in line
with agreed outcomes of the programme and contract

• Develop positive relationships with partners and other
stakeholders through effective, respectful, valuing and
supportive communication

For more information please email enquiries@laineservices.com or
Call: 0302 717039 or 0302 716986

Legacy Girls’
College
Akuse

Admission in Progress
FROM
SFC BYPASS

FROM
MOTORWAY
ACCRA

FROM
AKOSOMBO

FROM
TEMA ROAD

FROM
TEMA ROAD

AKUSE
JUNCTOIN

LEGACY GIRLS’
COLLEGE

Enrol your girls in Ghana’s first all
girls private boarding school,
offering an enhanced Ghanaian
curriculum and the
British curriculum at Akuse

AFLAO
ROAD

FROM
AKUSE

We empower girls to make an
impact in society.
Make a mark, Leave a legacy

for futher information visit our website: www.lgs.edu.gh
or call: 0303 965533 Email: infot@lgc.edu.gh

